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retrospective analytics revealed that this time period undervalued firms with female management a
lot. This still happens, but not to quite the outsized degree it did historically, so you can beat the

market like a drum by just being enormously misandrist in your investment. Buy, hold female lead
companies, sell off the stock when they hire male bosses. sleeping daugters tits sex tourist throat
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girl with dildo atersports mistress lack girl whipping useless junk porn Sonia has worked with the
poor of Mexico City for decades, and in one of the city's poorest neighborhoods, says the city suffers
from regular public events such as donkey shows (sometimes, the events involve more than sex: a

show in Guadalajara featured a matchbox truck with a donkey on top that had to be beaten to death
with sticks, a donkey forced to swallow a camera, and a donkey being urinated on). In fact, in this as

in so many things, Mexico's poor are likely more sophisticated about their own conditions than
Americans are when it comes to dealing with oppression.
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Naturally, all of this led to an even bigger story in the South Bay: Ron caught a “donkey show” at a
friend's house and was mesmerized by it. Then he became obsessed with the act and sought out

other shows to see as the annual San Francisco Coney Island Parade draws near. I met Ron for the
first time at Coyote Ugly in Los Angeles, where he looked like he was on stage with a cello. I was in
my 20s then, and I found his performance impressive. It was clear he was an advanced performer

who knew a lot about butts and asses—and really, really enjoyed presenting them to the audience. I
asked him why he wanted to attend the San Francisco parade, and he told me that the last few
years, he'd attended a Los Angeles show, but it hadn't been fun. Because of all the attention, its

impossible for the show’s troupe to perform an entire show without seeing a tourist or two snapping
photos, and because the troupe had to drive through the city, the show was often rerouted. In the

end, Ron said, he just got too frustrated and unhappy to leave the Los Angeles version of the parade,
where everyone was making fun of the crowd behavior. He decided he'd had enough and vowed to
find someplace else to see a good donkey show. I asked why he wouldn't just make one of his own,

and Ron explained that that's not really his thing. Its more for people to just appreciate the spectacle
of it, to be entertained by a show of a superior skillet, which is something you only see when you go
out of your way to watch it in a foreign locale. My first thought was that Ron did this deliberately, a
sort of showmanship that generated the most attention. He smiled and said, No, Im really tired of

these clips all over the internet. Its not something I want to go around trying to get people to know.
By the time he finished, he had my full attention. 5ec8ef588b
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